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Abstract -- Text representation is an essential part of text classification. The BOW is the most common approach for text 
representation. But an obvious disadvantage of BOW method is word independent assumption which ignores the more evidential 
information for text classification. LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is a recently proposed model which extracts latent topics from 
text data and widely used in text mining. However, the input to the LDA is also the BOW representation of a document collection, 
where word counts are preserved but word order is lost. In order to improve the topic quality of Uyghur text learned by LDA, we 
present a novel method to extract discriminative and semantically complete Uyghur bigrams from the Uyghur text corpus 
statistically, and integrate top-ranked bigrams into BOW representation of Uyghur text collection before learning the LDA topic 
model. We construct a text classification method based on the bigram incorporated topic representation of Uyghur text set. 
Experiments on Uyghur text collection showed that inclusion of Uyghur Bigrams in LDA topic model, improves the topic quality 
and classification performance of Uyghur text. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Automated text classification utilizes a supervised 
learning method to assign predefined category labels to 
new documents based on the likelihood suggested by a 
trained set of labels and documents. During the process of 
transforming the unstructured text into structured data as 
numerical vectors for the data mining methods, bag of 
words (BOW)[1] is often used to represent the text with 
single words obtained from the given text data set. As a 
simple and intuitive method, BOW method makes the 
representation and learning easy and highly efficient. But 
an obvious disadvantage of BOW method is that it ignores 
the ordering and composing of words occurring in the text 
which are used to describe a concept, not merely a 
mixture of single words, and this kind of concept usually 
can provide more evidential information for text 
classification[2]. 

To capture important relationships between words, 
researchers have proposed approaches that group words 
into “topics”. Using topic models for document 
representation has recently been an area of considerable 
interest in machine learning. One of the most popular 
topic models, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [3], has 
been shown to be effective in some text-related tasks such 
as document classification [4,5,6]. However, the input to 
the LDA is also the BOW representation of a document 
collection, where word counts are preserved but word 

order is lost. One of the main drawbacks of the LDA is 
that it utilize BOW model that discards word order and is 
based on the word independence assumption. This 
disadvantage will degrade the topic quality when we 
applied the LDA to model the Uyghur text collection. 

Uyghur language is an agglutinative language, there 
are 24 constants and 8 vowels in Uyghur language, and 
the words are separated by spaces. The Uyghur texts can 
easily be divided into a set of words without the need of 
special segmentation methods. Therefore, in the study of 
Uyghur text classification, the words (stems) are used as 
the feature representation units for Uyghur texts. 
However, compared to Chinese and English text 
classification which also used words as the text features, 
the classification accuracy of Uyghur text is far below 
than that of the Chinese and English [7,8,9]. This is 
because, a word in the English or Chinese in many cases 
is not just a word in Uyghur, but is a compound word (or 
phrases)which composed of two or more Uyghur words, 
especially two word phrases (hereafter bigrams) are the 
most common in Uyghur language. For example, the 
Uyghur bigram"اق دۇي الېمش  is composed (software)  "ت
of two words "اقۇي الېد" and (soft) "مش  if it is ,(device) "ت
split into two words "اقۇي الېد" and (soft) "مش  (device) "ت
with the traditional way of space segmentation, the 
semantic information it carried will be destroyed and not 
correctly express the original meaning of the compound 
word. Similarly, the Uyghur bigram "ل ر  "مەقەقىزى
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(deficit) is a semantic integration which composed of two 
words"ل  if the two ,(digit) "مەقەر" and (red) "قىزى
component words are separated, the original semantic 
information of "ل ر  will be lost. As (deficit) "مەقەقىزى
another example, from the perspective of text 
classification, the Uyghur word "ت  is (gold) "نۇئال
occurred in documents belong to different categories such 
as "tourism", "economy" and "sports" at the same time 
with a higher frequency. So the word "ت  has (gold) "نۇئال
not the good class discriminative power for the above 
three categories. However, the corresponding bigram 
terms "ت تەن ھۇئال ت" ,(golden week) "ەپ ىۇئال  "ن باھاس
(gold price) and "ت  are have the (gold medal) "دالېن مۇئال
high category discriminative power for "tourism", 
"economy" and "sports" respectively. Therefore, in 
Uyghur text classification, when only used words as text 
features, it will increase the cross categorical and noisy 
features in the feature space, and will degrade the 
accuracy of the classifier. 

We present a novel method to extract discriminative 
Uyghur bigrams from the Uyghur text corpus statistically 
without using any knowledge base or NLP techniques. 
We replace these bigrams with their corresponding 
component words in the text collection, and train the 
standard LDA topic model based on the bigram 
incorporated BOW representation of the Uyghur text 
corpus. We call the obtained topic based representation of 
text collection as bigram enhanced LDA topic 
representation. In this paper we propose a Uyghur text 
classification method based on bigram enhanced LDA 
topic representation of text collection. The Uyghur bigram 
extraction is done in pre-processing, and bigrams are 
represented as a single token in the BOW model before 
learning standard LDA. This approach does not increase 
the complexity of the original LDA algorithm. 

In order to compare the topic models trained from 
unigram BOW representation, with topic models learned 
from BOW representation that includes pre-extracted 
bigrams, we conducted a series of SVM based text 
classification experiments. We ultimately find that using a 
modest amount of bigram replacement (extracting500–
1500 top ranked bigrams and treating each one as a single 
token using “_” between two component words) improves 
the topic quality and classification performance of Uyghur 
text. 
 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 

The idea of using bigrams in topic models is not a new 
idea. Recently there are two kinds of methods proposed to 
deal with this problem: creation of a unified probabilistic 
model and preliminary extraction of collocations and n-
grams with further integration into topic models. 

Most published works belong to the first kind of 
methods. The early work proposed by Wallach[10] is the 
Bigram Topic Model. In this model word probabilities are 

conditioned on the immediately preceding word. The 
LDA Collocation Model [11] extends the Bigram Topic 
Model by introducing a new set of variables and thereby 
giving a flexibility to generate both unigrams and 
bigrams. Wang et al. [12] proposed the Topical N-Gram 
Model that adds a layer of complexity to allow the 
formation of bigrams to be determined by the context.Hu 
et al. [13] proposed the Topical Word-Character Model 
challenging the assumption that the topic of an n-gram is 
determined by the topics of composite words within the 
collocation. This model is mainly suitable for Chinese 
language. 

While all these models have a theoretically elegant 
background, they are very complex and hard to compute 
on real datasets. For example, Bigram Topic Model has 
W2T parameters, compared to WT for LDA, where W is 
the size of vocabulary and T is the number of topics. 
Therefore these models have not been widely adopted, 
and are mostly of theoretical interest. 

The algorithm proposed in [14] and [15] belong to the 
second type of methods that use collocations in topic 
models. Lau et al. [14] extract bigram collocations via t-
test and replace separate units by top-ranked bigrams at 
the pre-processing step. They conclude that incorporating 
bigram collocations into topics results in worsening 
perplexity and improving topic coherence for English 
texts. Nokel et al. [15] propose a novel algorithm PLSA-
SIM that is a modification of the original PLSA 
algorithm. It incorporates bigrams and maintains 
relationships between unigrams and bigrams based on 
their component structure. They extracted bigrams using 
linguistic approach, and achieved significant improvement 
when top-ranked bigrams integrated into PLSA-SIM 
algorithm for English and Russian text. 

Our work also belongs to the second type of methods 
and distinguishes from previous papers in that our bigram 
extraction approach, using combined statistical measure 
CHIMI, not only considers the domain relevance of 
bigrams, but also considers the inner unity strength of 
component words of bigrams and we integrate top-ranked 
pre-extracted bigrams into BOW representation of Uyghur 
text collection before learning the LDA topic model, and 
construct a text classification method based on the bigram 
incorporated topic representation of Uyghur text set.  
 

III. BIGRAM EXTRACTION 
 

Not all bigrams occurred in a document are useful in 
text classification. In text classification, the importance of 
a bigram feature for classification can be evaluated from 
following two measures: the class discriminative 
power(CDP for short) and the semantic representative 
power(SRP for short). 

The CDP of a Bigram refers to the degree that a 
classifier predicting the label of a document which 
containing the bigram feature. We say that the bigram has 
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the strong CDP if the classifier predicting the labels of a 
document with high probability when the bigram appears 
in the document. For example, the bigrams "ل وش تى  "ق
(Bilingual), "تئ تەرا مۇوت  and ,(high school) "پەك
اتەد" لىك م الېرس  has the higher (Textbook) "رىی
predicting ability for the documents that belong to the 
category "education" , while documents containing the 
bigrams"ل ر لۇل مۇپ" ,(deficit) "مەقەقىزى  "ەئامى
(financial), "قى ودا تاش  are more likely (foreign trade) "س
to be the documents about economy.  

The SRP indicates the extent of the inner unity 
strength of a bigram. We say a bigram is semantically 
meaningful, if the bigram has high SRP degree. For 
example, the above mentioned bigrams "ل وش تى  "ق
(bilingual), "ل ر لۇل مۇپ" ,(deficit) "مەقەقىزى  "ەئامى
(financial), are all has the higher semantic representative 
power, and this kind of bigrams, in text classification, will 
help classifier to classify documents according to its 
context. 

We extract high quality bigrams by using the 
combined statistical metric: CHIMI. In CHIMI, the CDP 

of a bigram is measured by statistic (CHI)[16], while 
the SRP is evaluated by using Mutual Information (MI) 
[17]. Suppose that bj = (wj1,wj2) is a bigram in text corpus , 
its CHIMI value is calculated as follows: 
: 

    (1) 
 

The  statistic (CHI) is defined to be: 
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where A is the number of times bigram  and class  co-

occur, B is the number of times the  occurs without , C 

is the number of times  occurs without , D is the 

number of times neither  nor  occurs, and N is the 
total number of documents. 

The statistic has a value of zero if  and  are 
independent.  

The bigram ’s global statistic score is obtained as 
follows: 
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where m is the total category number. 
The MI is defined to be : 
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where is the occurrence probability of word  

and  is the occurrence probability of word  in 

the corpus. The is the co-occurrence 

probability of word and . The primary reason for 
applying MI to bigram extraction is that MI has the 
support from both information theory and mathematical 
proof. If word and word  are independent to each 

other, i.e.,  and  co-occur by chance, 

, so . By 

analogy,  if  and  are dependent 
on each other. The higher the MI of a word pair, the 
stronger is the association between the two words. 
The specific steps of bigram extraction as follows: 
Step 1: pre-processing (remove digits and punctuation 
marks, filter the non-Uyghur words and stop words) 
Step 2: generate all bigrams (adjacent words) in the text 
corpus; 
Step 3: for each bigram generated in the above step, 
calculate its CHIMI value and sorting bigrams in 
descending order according to its CHIMI values; 
Step 4: select the top N bigrams. 
 

IV. TEXT CLASSIFICATION WITH LDA 
 

We briefly discuss the principles of LDA in this 
section. 
 
A. Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
 

Blei et al.[3] proposed LDA as a generative 
probability model of a corpus that can be used to estimate 
multinomial observations using unsupervised learning. 
Given M documents D= {d1,d2,. . . ,dM} with N unique 
words W= {w1,w2, . . . ,wN}, we assume the collection 
contains Z hidden topics T = {t1, t2, . . . , tZ}.For each 
word i in the document, we use W(i) to represent the 
corresponding word i, D(i) represents its document, and T(i) 
represents its topic. In LDA, a document d is generated by 
picking a distribution of topics T(i) from a Dirichlet 

distribution Dir( ), which determines the topic 
assignment for words in that document. Then, the topic 
assignment for each word a placeholder is performed by 
sampling a particular topic T(i) from the multinomial 
distribution (Mult (T(i))). Finally, a particular word W(i) is 
generated for placeholder by sampling from the 
multinomial distribution (Mult( T). This process is 
repeated until all K topics have been generated for the 
entire collection. The algorithm for LDA is as follows. 

1. Choose the number of words n according to Poisson 
Distribution Poisson( ). 
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2. Choose the distribution over topics  by Dirichlet 

Distribution Dir( ). 
3. To characterize each of the n words W(i) 
a. Choose a topic T(i) Multinomial( ). 

b. Choose a word W(i) from P(W(i)|T(i), ), a 
multinomial probability conditioned on the topic T(i). 

Taking the product of the marginal probabilities of a 
document to obtain a new document d with n words is 
described as follows: 

 

(5) 

where  is derived by the Dirichlet Distribution 

parameterized by , and  is the probability 

of  under topic parameterized by . 

Parameter can be viewed as a prior observation counting 
the number of times each topic is sampled in a document 
before we have seen any words from that document. The 
parameter  is a hyper parameter determining the number 
of times words are sampled from a topic before any words 
from the corpus are observed. Once the distribution is 
known, we can find the probability of the whole corpus D 
by multiplying all of the above probabilities according to: 
 

(6) 

 
B. Gibbs Sampling for an LDA Estimation Parameter 
 

The topic distribution  in Eq. (5) for 
estimation in LDA was explored by Gibbs 
Sampling[18,19]. Gibbs Sampling is a method for 
extracting topics from a corpus, which is also used for 

distributing topics. Let and  be the vectors of all words 
and their topic assignment for the wholedata collection D. 
The current topic assignment of all other word positions is 
used to define which topic assignment for a particular 
word. Specifically, the topic assignment of a particular 
word w is sampled from the following multinomial 
distribution as follows: 

 

         

(7)

where  represents the number of times the word w is 

assigned to topic k, not including the current 

assignment. is the total number of words 

assigned to topic k , not including the current assignment. 

is the number of words in set m assigned to topic k, 

not including the current assignment. is the 

totalnumber of words in set m, not including the current 

word w. In normal cases, Dirichlet parameters and  are 

symmetric. This means that all (k = 1, . . . ,K) are the 

same, and (v = 1,. . . ,V) is similar to this. Two matrices 
are computed after finishing the Gibbs Sampling as 
follows: 

 

(8)

 

(9)

 
C. Text Classification Algorithm Based on the LDA 
 

The specific steps of the algorithm are as follows:  
Step 1: Generating the unigram based BOW 

representation and three bigram replaced BOW 
representation of the original Uyghur text corpus after 
preprocessing (remove digits and punctuation marks, filter 
the non-Uyghur words and stop words). 

Step 2: The number of topics T (T = {10, 20, 40, 60, 
80,100}) is determined of the LDA model.  

Step 3: LDA is used to model the training text set. 
Model parameters are inferred by the Gibbs sampling 
algorithm. After enough times of iterations, each text 
stands for the probability distribution of fixed latent topic 
set. The latent topic-document matrix of the each training 
text set At×d is obtained, where t is the number of topics 
and d is the number of documents. 

Step 4: SVM is trained on the above matrix At×d and a 
SVM classification model based on LDA is constructed. 

Step 5: The documents to be classified after pre-
processing taking the place of document d in Equation (7) 
are processed by Gibbs sampling algorithm. After few 
times of iterations, the value of  and can be calculated 
according to Equation (8) and (9). In addition, the 
probability distribution vector of latent topic set of 
document d to be classified is obtained.  
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Step 6: The constructed SVM classification model is 
used to predict the categories of documents to be 
classified. 

 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 
A. Dataset Used in the Experiments 
 

We collected more than ten thousands of Uyghur 
documents. Most of them come from the Key Laboratory 
of information technology of Xinjiang; the rest is 
collected from the domestic mainstream websites such as 
Uyghur version of people's daily 
(http://uyghur.people.com.cn), Uyghur version of Xinhua 
net (http://uyghur.news.cn),  and Tianshan net 
(http://www.xjtsnews.com). We constructed a Uyghur text 
classification data set through carefully selecting and 
labeling documents from more than ten thousands of 
Uyghur documents manually: Ucorp-A, which is a 
balanced data set with a very balanced document 
distribution over each class. The document distribution 
over classes of Ucorp-A is showed in the table1. 
 

TABLE 1. UCORP-A DATASET 
Class NO. Class Name # training Doc #test Doc #total Doc

A1 politics 320 132 452 
A2 economy 331 142 473 
A3 sports 316 128 444 
A4 tourism 329 140 469 
A5 education 327 135 462 
A6 culture 308 128 436 
A7 law 319 123 442 
A8 agriculture 325 129 454 
A9 health care 338 117 455 
A10 computer 316 144 460 

 

 
B. Evaluation Metrics 
 

In order to evaluate the validity of the automatic text 
classification system, the traditional evaluation criteria are 
used as evaluation methods firstly, which contains 
Precision P, Recall R and F1 measure F1 [20]. Their 
equations are as follows:  

 
where is the number of correctly classified texts in the i-

th class.  is the number of texts which are classified by 

a classifier as belonging to the i-th class. is the number 
of texts belonging to the i-th class in the original text set. 

However, precision, recall and F1 measure are all for 
the performance of a single class. When the whole 
performance of a classification method is evaluated, the 
results of all classes need to be considered and combined. 
In general, macro-averagedF1 is the most common used 
method which is the arithmetic mean of performance 
index of each class. 
 
C. Experimental Results 
 

Using the proposed approach in this paper, we 
extracted and ranked bigrams from the Uyghur text set, 
and applied the three bigram replacement methods—500, 
1000and 1500—before training the topic models. As a 
control, we also ran atopic model with no bigram 
replacement (unigram). We then used the top 500, 1000 
and 1500 as the three different bigram replacement 
methods, comparing these to the unigram bag of words. 
Six settings of number of topics (T = 
{10,20,40,60,80,100}) were used, generating a total of 24 
topic models (6 settings ofT×4tokenization settings). 

We generate the bigram tokenization variant of 
document collection by combining each word pairing in 
the bigram list into a single token; that is if "لەم  غەب
شېس  were extracted as a bigram, all(investment) "لى
instances of the bigram "لەم شېغ سەب  would be"لى
replaced with the single token"لەم شېغ_سەب  We thus ."لى
have a simple unigram and three bigram (500, 1000, 
1500) variants of document collection. In this article, we 
refer to the unigram and varying-size bigram treatments as 
unigram, bigram(500), bigram(1000) and 
bigram(1500).Based on these four different document 
representations, we learned a series of LDA topic models 
using different of topics T = {10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100}. 
Then, we conducted a series of text classification 
experiments based on these 24 topic models. The results 
of experiments are showed in figure 1 and figure 2. 

The 15-top topic words/bigrams extracted by LDA 
with 40 topics from unigram representation and 
bigram(1000) representation of the text set are listed in 
Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. The highly topic related 
words/bigrams are marked in bold font. It can be seen 
from the table 2 that, in each topic generated by unigram 
LDA contains many generic words (such as “قەخ  ,”ل
ەم“ زىي ئ”, “ ركى ىە  in topic 26) that are common and ”زاس
highly probable in many other topics as well. In Table 3, 
we can find that these generic words are combined with 
other words as bigrams (such as “ق_قەخ یىۇرۇل  ,”لتى
تەم“ ېركىزىي_كومى ارتىي”, “ت پ ىەئ_ە  (in topic 26 ”زاس
that are highly related with the topic generated by bigram 
enhanced LDA. Another example, consider the Topic11, 
there only eight words (marked in bold font) out of fifteen 
are topic related in Table 2, while thirteen terms (words or 
bigrams) out of fifteen are topic related in Table 3.Other 
three topics in the table 3 also contain more topic related 
terms comparing to the corresponding topics in the table 
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2. This shows that, incorporating high quality bigrams 
into BOW representation of text collection will improve 

the quality of topics learned by LDA. 

 
TABLE 2.FOUR SAMPLE TOPICS GENERATED BY UNIGRAM LDA WITH 40 TOPICS. TOP 15 WORDS ARE LISTED PER TOPIC. 

Topic11 Topic26 Topic29 Topic33 
 (team)كوماندىسى (education)ماائرىپ (party)پارتىي (yuan)يۈەن

غ بل رەققىيات (capital)م (development)ت پ كـت  (china)جۇڭگو (school)م

(society)ىئجتىماىئي (business)سودا (middle)وئتتۇرا ربىي نت  (sports)ت

(high)ائلىي (politics)سىياسىي (money)پۇل تچى رك نھ  (player)ت
ركىزىي (proportion)نىسبىتى (center)م (recruit)قوبۇل  (football)پۇتبول
لق (external)تاشقى (people)خ  (annual)يىللىق (study)وئقۇش

 (session)نۆۋەتلىك (student)وئقۇغۇچى (socialism)سوتسىيالىستىك (finance)مالىي

(committee)كومىتٻت (increase)ائشقان (language)تىل تىج  (score)ن

(dual)قوش (reform)ىئسالھات (tax)باج  (xinjiang)شىنجاڭ

يتىش (year)يىللىق (strengthen)كۈچ  (Mach)مۇسابىق (exam)ىئمتىھان

(constantly)ۈئزلۈكسىز (economics)ئىقتىسادىي ت (teacher)وئقۇتقۇچى رىك نھ  (athletics)ت
 (Olympics)وئلىمپىك (teaching)وئقۇتۇش (party committee)پارتكوم (last year)بۇلتۇر 

(session)نۆۋەتلىك (price)باھا ت جبۇرىي (compulsory)م  (gold)ائلتۇن

نت (member)ەئزاسى (percent)پٻرس  (ball)توپ (course)دەرس

ل (university)ۇئنىۋٻرسىتٻت (convention)قۇرۇلتىيــى (import)ىئمپورت  (final)ھ

 
 

TABLE 3.FOUR SAMPLE TOPICS GENERATED BY BIGRAM ENHANCED LDA WITH 40 TOPICS. TOP 15 WORDS/BIGRAMS ARE LISTED 
PER TOPIC. 

Topic11 Topic26 Topic29 Topic33 
مۇائمىل_پۇل  

(finance) 

ركىزىي كومىتٻت_م  

(Central Committee)
پ_ائلىي كـت م

(university)
ت_وئلىمپىك رىك نھ ت  

(Olympic game) 
رز  پۇل _ق  

(loan) 

سوتسىيالىزم_جۇڭگوچ  

(Socialismof Chinese)

رايونلۇق_ائپتونوم

(Autonomous Region)
تٻيىلىش_چاڭغا  

(skiing) 
 ىئقتىسادىي

(economics) 

لق قۇرۇلتىيــى_خ  

(People's Congress)
وئقۇتقۇچى

(teacher)
ربىي نت  ت

(sports) 
قىلىش_نازارەت  

(supervise) 

تۇرۇپ_چىڭ  

(Insist) 

ن تٻخنىكا_پ

(technology)
 چٻمپىيون

(Champion) 
چٻكى_پاي  

(shares) 

ت  سىياس

(policy) 

پ_باشالنغۇچ كـت م

(Primary school)
مٻدال_ائلتۇن  

(gold medal) 
 مالىي

(finance) 

قارشى_چىرىكلىكك  

(anti-corruption)
تىل_قوش

(Bilingual)
ۋھ تالىشىش_ل  

(championships) 
غ بل سٻلىش_م  

(investment) 

ېئچىۋٻتىش_ىئسالھات  

(Reform and Opening-up)
ىئسالھاتى_ماائرىپ

(educative reform)
لقائرا بوكس_خ  

(International Boxing)
ت رز _ائمان ق  

(Deposit& Loan) 

ش  سىياسىي_كٻڭ

(CPPCC) 

پ_وئتتۇرا كـت م

(middle school)
توپ_گولف  

(Golf) 
يۇيۇش_پۇل  

(money laundering) 

 پارتكوم

(party committee)
وئقۇغۇچى

(student)

يدان ق_م  ن

(scene) 
 سودا

(trade) 

 سوتسىيالىستىك

(socialism) 

مۇدىرى_نىپسى

(Headmaster)
 مۇسابىق

(mach) 
 ېئشىش_سۈرىئتى

(growth) 

 قانات_يايدۇرۇپ

(undertake) 

ماائرىپ_ائلىي

(Higher Education)

نۆۋەتلىك_تۇنجى  
(First) 

پۇلى_سۇغۇرتا  

(insurance money) 

ت _ىئشلىرى دۆل  

(national affairs)
وئقۇتۇش

(teaching)
ماھىرى_يۈگۈرۈش  

(runner) 
چوت_خام  

(budget) 

 سۈرۈش_ىئلگىرى 

(Promote) 

ائشتى_دوكـتۇر

(post doctor)
مٻدال_كۆمۈش  

(silver medal) 
بانكىسى_سودا  

(commercial bank) 

ت_پارتىي ھۆكۈم  

(party and government)
ت جبۇرىي ماائرىپـى_م

(compulsory education)
كوماندىسى_پۇتبول  

(football team) 
چىقىم_پۇل  

(consumption) 

ەئزاسى_پارتىي  

(Party member) 

كـتىپـى_تٻخنىك م

(Technical school)
ل قىلغۇچ_ھ  

(Finals) 
 

We deployed LIBSVM [21] implementation of SVM 
which uses the “one vs. rest” method for multi-class text 
classification because of its effectiveness and efficiency. 
We used polynomial kernel for SVM in this paper. The 

figure 1 shows the classification Macro-F1 measure of the 
text set with the four text representations and six topic 
number settings. The figure 2 shows the classification F1 
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measure of the each category of the text set under four text representations with the topic number 40. 
  

 
                

Fig.1：Classification Macro-F1 measure of unigram and three bigram (500, 1000, 1500) variants with different topic number 
 

From the figure 1, we can see that the bigram (1000) 
variants has the highest classification Macro-F1 value in 
all cases. The Macro-F1 value of each of the bigram 
variants (500, 1000, 1500) is consistently higher than that 
of the unigram model when topic number T is equal to 
10,20 and 40respectively.With the increase of the topic 

number, the Macro-F1 value of bigram(1500) variant is 
decreased obviously while the bigram(1000) variant tends 
to be stable. For T=40,the bigram(1000) variant obtained 
the highest classification Macro-F1 value 83.6%,which 
significantly better than the highest classification Macro-
F1 value 75.8%of the unigram model. 

  

 
                

Fig.2: Classification F1 measure of unigram and three bigram (500, 1000, 1500) variants of each category of text collection (T=40) 
 

 
From the figure 2, we can see that bigram variants 

(500, 1000, 1500) of each category has the consistently 
higher F1 measure than that of the unigram model. The 
bigram(1000) variants obtained the higher F1 measure 
value for all categories than that of the other three models. 
The highest F1 measure score 86% is achieved for 
category A2 with bigram(1000) model which obtained the 
15.4% improvement than the unigram model. 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we presented a bigram enhanced LDA 
model and its application in Uyghur language text 
categorization. We proposed a Uyghur bigram extraction 
method based on combined statistical measure CHIMI 
which not only considers the statistical quality of the 
bigram, but also considers the semantic quality of the 
bigram, and incorporated these pre-extracted bigrams into 
BOW representation of Uyghur text collection before 
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training the LDA topic model. We constructed a text 
classification method based on bigram incorporated LDA 
topic representation of the Uyghur text collection and 
performed a series of text classification experiments. The 
experimental results indicated that incorporating moderate 
number of bigrams into LDA topic model improves its 
ability to model the Uyghur text collection for text 
categorization. 
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